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For more information about Corporate Partnerships, see page 41.
Fall season is here
Tour, expand knowledge, create
Learn and grow with us!

Whether you regularly practice the Japanese art of Haiku, or you would need to Google “What is a Haiku?” like I did, learning is indeed for life. Learning and new experiences are linked to positive mental health benefits and overall wellness. We are pleased to offer many courses that will help you expand your horizons.

Speaking of the Japanese culture, you will notice that we are offering Japanese language classes, as well as Japanese calligraphy and a Japanese book club. Italian and Spanish courses are also returning this fall.

If you are looking to create something, consider our guitar, ceramic wheel throwing or award-winning Artisan bread courses. Additionally, our tours this fall include Haunted Alton, History of Manufacturing in St. Louis, and a new venue for tours and tastings.

Professional development opportunities abound at SIUE. We offer fully online undergraduate and master’s degrees, as well as short-term certificates. We have many non-credit opportunities to learn new skills that can help you advance or transition in the workplace.

Our staff at SIUE Online Services and Educational Outreach wishes you all the best this fall season.

Mary Ettling
Director, Online Services and Educational Outreach
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Radiation Warfare: Secret Cold War Military Experiments on Civilian Populations in North America

The U.S. Radiological Weapons program was a top-priority research and development program by the U.S. military during the Cold War, however little was known about this program until a few years ago. To test the viability of radiological weapons, the U.S. Army planned large-scale human subject experiments, including open-air tests of radioactive materials in urban, suburban and rural areas in North America. St. Louis was the Army’s top choice for secret open-air experiments, and low-income areas within the city were purposely selected by the Army for open air experiments. What do we know about this program and where did we see pockets of resistance to secret open-air Cold War experiments?

Wednesday, Sept. 6, 6:30-8 p.m.
O’Fallon Public Library
120 Civic Plaza Drive, O’Fallon, Ill.

The Sacred Marriage of Heaven and Earth in Han Dynasty Art and Architecture

The Han Dynasty (202 BCE-9 CE, 25-220 CE) was the second in a series of dynasties that span China’s long imperial history up until the 1911 nationalist revolution. Han is considered the Golden Age of Chinese civilization that originated many of the elements of Chinese culture. At the core of Chinese symbolism are the geometric shapes of circle and square as metaphors for heaven and earth, respectively. These shapes appear alone or together in art forms from architecture to textiles. This presentation will interpret circle and square symbolism in Han Dynasty art forms, and then explore examples of them in art forms of more recent times.

Saturday, Sept. 23, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Hoyner Library at Alton Square Mall
132 Alton Square, Alton

Monsters, Faeries and Dragons in Global History

For centuries, societies across the globe have created monsters, faeries and dragons. We will explore how these creatures came into being, why they have remained a part of our world for so long and how their meaning has changed over time. This talk will also offer glimpses of monsters, faeries and dragons around the world, considering their similarities and differences.

Wednesday, Oct. 25, 6-7:30 p.m.
Hoyner Library at Alton Square Mall
132 Alton Square, Alton

Hemingway’s St. Louis: How Saint Louisians Shaped His Life and Legacy

Join us as we hear from Andrew Theising, PhD, SIUE emeritus professor of political science, on how Saint Louisians shaped Hemingway’s life and legacy. Theising will discuss the author’s life and legacy as it was colored by his time in Saint Louis and with those who call Saint Louis home.

Monday, Oct. 2, 7-8:30 p.m.
Columbia Public Library
106 N. Metter Avenue, Columbia, Ill.

LEARNING AT THE LIBRARY!

Library Speaker Series talks are held at public libraries in Metro East communities and are free to community members, including Lifelong Learning Institute members. Registration is encouraged so as not to exceed capacity limits at the libraries. More Lifelong Learning membership events listed on pages 21-23.

EARN YOUR DEGREE AT SIUE!

ONLINE BACHELOR’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

siue.edu/degree-completion

SIUE offers flexible, accelerated, fully online degree programs to fit the needs of adult learners like you. Our degree programs were developed to help you earn your degree online while you juggle life’s responsibilities. You’ll learn in a supportive, online environment that is focused on preparing you to accomplish your career goals without sacrificing personal, family and professional commitments. Whether you have 18 credit hours or an associate degree, a bachelor’s degree is within your reach.

Online Bachelor’s Degree Programs
• Applied Communication Studies, Public Relations
• Business Administration
• Criminal Justice Studies
• Integrative Studies, Leadership in Organizations
• Psychology
• Online General Education Path

Advance your career and improve your quality of life with a bachelor’s degree. SIUE holds the same accreditations as many of the nation’s most prestigious schools. Our online coursework is held to the same high academic standards and are taught by the same highly qualified faculty who teach in SIUE classrooms. Through collaboration across campus, we offer condensed course terms and flexible entry points throughout the year.

We are here for you!
Contact the team in Online Student Services for more information.
online@siue.edu | 618-650-5832

Visit siue.edu/iep for up-to-date information on course names and schedules. Contact Asha Mattan at amattan@siue.edu for more information.
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

siue.edu/personal-development

LANGUAGES

Intermediate Italian
If you already have knowledge of this beautiful language, this course is designed just for you. Join us as we continue our journey learning the Italian language and delve deeper in grammar and syntax.

Course Fee: $89
Wednesdays, 6:30-8 p.m., Sept. 13-Nov. 15
Holy Trinity Catholic Church, Fairview Heights

Advanced Italian
This course continues to enhance the skills developed in Intermediate Italian. We will review grammar and syntax in conjunction with readings in Italian.

Course Fee: $89
Wednesdays, 4:30-6 p.m., Sept. 13-Nov. 15
Holy Trinity Catholic Church, Fairview Heights

Beginning Italian
Explore the fun and enjoyment of the language and culture. This class provides a basic understanding of the Italian language through grammar, pronunciation, recognition of Italian words, formulation of questions for basic conversation, and building simple vocabulary. A textbook is required for the course and a link to purchase will be sent to you prior to the course beginning.

Course Fee: $89
Wednesdays, 6:30-8 p.m., Sept. 14-Nov. 16
Holy Trinity Catholic Church, Fairview Heights

“Italian was a great class that far exceeded my expectations. I can’t wait to continue learning from Barbara Klein.”
—PAT V.

Conversational Italian for Beginners
Join us for an immersive experience that introduces you to Italian language and culture. Ideal for individuals preparing for a trip to Italy, this course prepares you to hold conversations about food and travel, as well as basic language components like greetings and descriptions. No textbook will be required, and homework will not be assigned.

Course Fee: $89*
Wednesdays, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 11-Nov. 15
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Survival Japanese I
Would you like to learn some Japanese or improve your skills? Join us as we gain introductory knowledge on Japanese culture, history and current lifestyles, and learn Japanese phrases that can be very helpful for traveling and daily life in Japan. You will also build up the vocabulary and grammatical structure in circumstances related to basic personal background, social conventions and routine tasks. All levels are welcome to learn and improve their Japanese skills. You do not need to know Hiragana, Katakana or Kanaji. The class mostly involves basic conversation and listening skills.

Course Fee: $79*
Thursdays, 6:30-8 p.m., Aug. 24-Sept. 21
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.
LANGUAGES

NEW! Everyday Japanese Elementary 1: Let’s Speak in Japanese
Let’s get started with Japanese! This course is designed for beginners who wish to develop basic Japanese language skills. No need to know the Japanese characters. A textbook will need to be ordered for the course and information for ordering will be provided before the course starts.
Course Fee: $99*
Mondays, 6-7:30 p.m., Sept. 11-Dec. 11
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

NEW! Everyday Japanese Elementary 2: Let’s Speak in Japanese
This course is designed for those who have learned the basics and wish to continue learning Japanese language skills. A textbook will need to be ordered for the course and information for ordering will be provided before the course starts.
Course Fee: $99*
Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sept. 13-Dec. 13
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Introduction to American Sign Language and Deaf Culture
You will focus on mastering the basics of fingerspelling, numbers, colors, facial grammar and sentence structure. You will also learn conversational and cultural behaviors necessary to hold a beginning-level conversation in ASL with deaf or hearing-impaired users of the language. Introductory information about deaf culture and deaf humor will also be presented to provide you with a broad picture of the language and culture.
Course Fee: $109*
Thursdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sept. 7-Oct. 26
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Introduction to American Sign Language and Deaf Culture II
Continue your learning of American Sign Language in a continuation of our introduction course. In this course, you will develop basic receptive and expressive skills including fingerspelling, vocabulary, grammar, syntax and classifiers. In addition, you will continue to be introduced to aspects of American deaf culture. Some contents will be pulled from the supplemental material.
Course Fee: $109*
Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sept. 6-Nov. 1
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Beginning Spanish
Do you want to learn the Spanish language? Beginning Spanish is the perfect place to start, as you will be introduced to the language even if you have little to no knowledge of it!
Course Fee: $59*
Thursdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Oct. 5-26
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Conversational Spanish – Beginners 2
This course is ideal for those who have taken the introductory level courses or who have previous knowledge of the language and wish to develop better conversational skills. Join us as we journey deeper through the Spanish language. The course focuses on live in-class conversations and includes written exercises and audios for homework.
Course Fee: $109
Mondays, 6:30 p.m., Sept. 4-Oct. 16
Online via Zoom

Conversational Spanish – Beginners 3
This course allows students to complete the beginner’s level material and gain an introduction to advanced-level concepts. As with the previous course, the focus is on live in-class conversations while students continue to build vocabulary and grammar skills by working on written exercises and audios for homework.
Course Fee: $109
Mondays, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 30-Dec. 11
Online via Zoom

Conversational Spanish – Intermediate 1
Continue to build your conversational skills by increasing your vocabulary and understanding of grammar. This course focuses on the Preterite Tense and is a deeper dive into the Present Tense. All grammar concepts are applied in live in-class conversations. Materials include written grammar explanations and practice exercises, audios, and videos.
Course Fee: $109
Thursdays, 6-8 p.m., Sept. 7-Oct. 19
Online via Zoom

Conversational Spanish – Intermediate 2
Take the next step to proficiency. We will focus on the past tenses, examine the difference between preterite and imperfect tenses, future tense, and more uses of the imperative. All new grammar concepts are applied in conversations. Materials include written grammar explanations and practice using exercises, audios and videos.
Course Fee: $109
Thursdays, 6-8 p.m., Nov. 2-Dec. 21 (No class Nov. 23)
Online via Zoom

Spanish for Healthcare Professionals I
Health professionals work with many different people, and communication is key. This course will introduce you to the basic vocabulary, grammar and idiomatic expressions needed to communicate in Spanish in a health professional context. Focus on the conversational skills needed to successfully communicate basic information with Spanish-speaking patients with limited English proficiency. Information to purchase the textbook will be provided at least one week prior so individuals can purchase on their own.
Course Fee: $119*
Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sept. 11-Oct. 16
Offered in person at the SIUE Edwardsville Campus and Online via Zoom

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.
Yoga and Breath Work
Breathing, like movement, is so fundamental to the human experience that we rarely even think about our breath. However, mindful movements and breath work, or intentional practices of breathing and moving, can deeply increase our quality of life.

This class unites the art of mindful movement and breath work with practices in diverse techniques and movements inspired by gentle yoga, Tai Chi, qi qong and more. Instructor: Louise M. Hamlin-Laird, E-RYT 200, E-RYT 500, YACEP

Course Fee: $99 for 10-week session; Drop-ins welcome at $10 per session
Thursdays, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Sept. 7-Nov. 9
Online via Zoom

Beginning/Intermediate Yoga
This class is for the experienced beginner who is ready for a gentle challenge. Class will begin with a gentle warm-up, transitioning into a flow that syncs our movement with our breath, and ending with a restorative pose to relax and stretch. Instructor: Louise M. Hamlin-Laird, E-RYT 200, E-RYT 500, YACEP

Course Fee: $99 for 10-week session; Drop-ins welcome at $10 per session
Two sessions available:
• Wednesdays, 10-11 a.m., Sept. 6-Nov. 8
  East Alton Public Library, East Alton
• Thursdays, 6-7 p.m., Sept. 7-Nov. 16 (No class Oct. 5)
  Offered both in person at Immanuel Methodist Church, Edwardsville, Ill. and online via Zoom

Sitting to Stand – Chair Yoga
Chair yoga is a gentle form of yoga in which poses are performed while seated and with the aid of a chair. This yoga is suitable for all levels of ability; standing is optional. It is an excellent class for beginners; seniors; individuals with recent injuries, balance or coordination issues, limited mobility and disabilities; and those who have difficulty or do not want to get up and down on the floor. Chair yoga helps reduce stress while increasing flexibility, range of motion, circulation and strength, balance and coordination, and lung capacity. This class incorporates breathing exercises, simple visual meditation techniques, gentle stretching, easy yoga postures and a final relaxation.

Course Fee: $99 for all 10 sessions; Drop-ins welcome at $10 per session
Thursdays, 9-10 a.m., Sept. 7-Nov. 9
Main Street Community Center, Edwardsville, Ill.

Restorative Yoga
Restorative yoga is a powerfully gentle practice with exceptional benefits such as the reduction of blood pressure and reduced risk of stroke or heart attack. Additionally, restorative yoga can help reset the body and relax the mind. The skills learned in this class have many other potential mental and physical benefits. A regular restorative yoga practice should be considered critical self-care for those employing in high-stress industries. Learn the art of deep relaxation through breath work, restorative yoga poses and the use of props to ensure optimal comfort. With simple instruction and guided breath work, this class is accessible to all levels of experience. Instructor: Louise M. Hamlin-Laird, E-RYT 200, E-RYT 500, YACEP

Course Fee: $99 for 10-week session; Drop-ins welcome at $10 per session
Fridays, 6-7 p.m., Sept. 8-Nov. 17 (No class Oct. 6)
Offered both in person at Immanuel Methodist Church, Edwardsville, and online via Zoom

Rise and Shine Yoga
Experience the benefits of early morning yoga as you stretch and strengthen your body, awaken and refresh your mind, and nourish your spirit. Our practice will focus on the synchronization of movement and breath. You will build endurance, strength, flexibility and mental focus; and leave feeling energized, refreshed and ready for anything the day has in store. Options to make this class more accessible while keeping it challenging will be given. This class may use optional weights. Instructor: Louise M. Hamlin-Laird, E-RYT 200, E-RYT 500, YACEP

Course Fee: $99 for 10-week session; Drop-ins welcome at $10 per session
Saturdays, 8-9 a.m., Sept. 9-Nov. 18 (No class Oct. 7)
Offered both in person at Immanuel Methodist Church, Edwardsville and online via Zoom

Zumba: Get Your Dance On!
Any fitness levels are welcome in this dance-based cardio and toning fitness class. No dance expertise is required. Have fun while you work out, moving to various rhythms from Latin American to Hip Hop, K-pop or just Pop!

Course Fee: $149* for 16-week session; Drop-ins welcome at $10 per session
Tuesdays, 6:30-7:25 p.m., Aug. 22-Dec. 5
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.
CERAMIC PUMPKINS

Miss Ruthie will teach you how to create this ceramic pumpkin. You will gain an understanding of clay and its properties while learning simple handbuilding, slab building and glaze techniques. You will leave class with a finished painting on a piece of wood. You are encouraged to bring snacks and drinks to the class and relax while making art.

Course Fee: $30
Friday, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 20
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

CERAMIC SERVING PLATTER

Miss Ruthie will teach you how to hand-build a ceramic serving platter. You will gain an understanding of clay and its properties while learning simple handbuilding techniques and how to use a variety of clay tools. You will make and decorate a platter in class and glaze it for a once-fire. You are encouraged to bring snacks and drinks to the class and relax while making art.

Course Fee: $45
Wednesday, 6-9 p.m., Nov. 8
Saturday, 11 a.m.-2 p.m., Nov. 4
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

ACRYLIC PUMPKIN PAINTING ON RECYCLED WOOD

Miss Ruthie will teach you how to create this acrylic and wood painting. You will learn simple acrylic techniques and gain an understanding of abstract design. You will leave with a lovely textured abstract painting. You are encouraged to bring snacks and drinks to the class and relax while making art.

Course Fee: $30
Friday, 6-8 p.m., Sept. 15
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

WATERCOLOR PUMPKINS AND SQUASH

Miss Ruthie will teach you how to create this seasonal watercolor painting. You will learn simple watercolor techniques and gain an understanding of watercolor and its properties. You will leave class with a seasonal quote painting. You are encouraged to bring snacks and drinks to the class and relax while making art.

Course Fee: $30
Friday, 6-8 p.m., Nov. 17
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

PAINT WITH BOB ROSS

Come and join Miss Ruthie and paint along with Mr. Bob! This is a fun class for all skill levels. You will be working with oil paints, brushes and turpentine to clean the brushes. We will cue up an episode of "The Joy of Painting" and start and stop the episode while we paint along with Bob. All materials and instruction are included for this two-hour session.

Course Fee: $30
Friday, 6-8 p.m., Nov. 10
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

CHRISTMAS TREE LUMINARIES

Miss Ruthie will teach you how to create this acrylic and wood painting. You will learn simple acrylic techniques and gain an understanding of craft acrylic paint and its properties. You will leave class with a finished painting on a piece of wood. You are encouraged to bring snacks and drinks to the class and relax while making art.

Course Fee: $30
Friday, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 20
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

ABSTRACT SPACKLE PAINTING

Miss Ruthie will teach you how to create this abstract painting with your regular household spackle. Great for beginners. You will learn simple acrylic techniques and gain an understanding of abstract design. You will leave class with a lovely textured abstract painting. You are encouraged to bring snacks and drinks to the class and relax while making art.

Course Fee: $30
Friday, 6-8 p.m., Sept. 15
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

EXCLUSIVE ARTS: AN ONGOING GROUP FOR RETIREES AND SENIORS

The MAC is happy to offer an ongoing artistic expression group for retirees and seniors. Our goal is to provide a safe space for seniors to forge a community, maintain friendships, engage in artistic self-discovery and break through the isolation of daily life.

Course Fee: $10 per week
Thursdays, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Aug. 10-Nov. 30
Macoupin Art Collective, Staunton

RENEWAL!

BETWEEN JAPANESE CALLIGRAPHY I

Gain a basic understanding of Japanese calligraphy while practicing writing Japanese hiragana, katakana and kanji. The class will focus on drawing the elementary level of Japanese calligraphy. You will learn basic strokes and techniques for writing Japanese characters and be able to practice using calligraphy tools and materials. A list of materials will be provided for purchase.

Cost: $59
Thursdays, 6:30-8 p.m., Nov. 10-Dec. 14
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

RETURNING!

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.
Intermediate Drawing
For those with some drawing experience, you will refine and expand your drawing and observation skills.
Cost: $79
Thursdays, 5-6:30 p.m., Sept. 7-Oct. 12
Online via Zoom

Great course, regardless of your skill level, I took it just after the beginning class and learned so much. Those who were more experienced improved as well because of the personalized instruction.
—LINDA R.

Professional Camera Operation
For those who are not familiar with the technology, you will learn the basic functions of your camera and controls to create high-quality images on your DSLR, compact, or mirrorless image-making devices. You will also practice developing the creativity and artistic eye that allow you to express yourself through visual imagery. Must provide own DSLR or mirrorless camera with interchangeable lens.
Cost: $99*
Tuesdays, 6-7:30 p.m., Oct. 10-Nov. 14
SIUE Edwardsville Campus


ceramic studio, SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Sundays, 10 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 10-Oct. 29
Course Fee: $209

Ceramic Wheelthrowing
In this ceramic art studio course, you will be introduced to essential clay-handbuilding techniques: pinch, coil, slab, and one-piece molds/stamps. Designed for all skill levels, you can pursue various functional pottery forms such as cups, bowls, plates, jars, teapots and pitchers. You will explore additional aspects of the ceramic process including glazing, kiln-loading/unloading, and cold finishes. Visual presentations of historical and contemporary ceramic artwork will add context and inspiration toward ongoing projects and techniques demonstrated in class. At the end of the course, you will take home a variety of glazed, completed ceramic artworks.
Cost: $209
Sundays, 10 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 10-Oct. 29
Ceramics Studio, SIUE Edwardsville Campus

NEW! Open Studio Painting
Whether you are an absolute beginner or advanced painter, this class offers you the flexibility to undertake projects of your own interest with the guidance of an instructor. You will work at your own pace in your chosen painting medium (watercolor, oil, or acrylic). Your instructor will offer helpful tips to the class, as well as individual instruction and guidance! Let’s complete those projects you’ve always wanted to paint!
Cost: $109*
Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Oct. 17-Nov. 28 (No class Oct. 31)
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Beginning Drawing
Do you think drawing is a gift that must come naturally? Drawing is a skill that can be developed with practice. You will learn how to draw with proper techniques and discover how to represent what you see through studies in contour drawing, perspective, positive/negative space and value.
Cost: $79
Tuesdays, 5-6:30 p.m., Sept. 5-Oct. 10
Online via Zoom

Do you think drawing is a gift that must come naturally? Don’t have a digital DSLR camera? That’s okay in this class! Whether you are shooting with your DSLR, mirrorless, point and shoot digital camera, or phone, you will learn to take better pictures with what you already have. Learn photo fundamentals from photography greats past and present in weekly slideshows, including the rule of thirds, depth of field, framing, aperture, shutter speed and ISO. Class materials needed include your camera of choice and a notebook. You will keep a photo journal to record your field notes while shooting and write about new-to-you photographers who have similar interests to your own. A creative offering via Zoom!

RETURNING! Fun with Photography
Have you always wanted to take a photography class but felt intimidated by trying something new? Don’t have a digital DSLR camera? That’s okay in this class! Whether you are shooting with your DSLR, mirrorless, point and shoot digital camera, or phone, you will learn to take better pictures with what you already have. Learn photo fundamentals from photography greats past and present in weekly slideshows, including the rule of thirds, depth of field, framing, aperture, shutter speed and ISO. Class materials needed include your camera of choice and a notebook. You will keep a photo journal to record your field notes while shooting and write about new-to-you photographers who have similar interests to your own. A creative offering via Zoom!

Cost: $79
Mondays, 7:30-9 p.m., Sept. 18-Oct. 23
Online via Zoom

NEW! Great course, regardless of your skill level, I took it just after the beginning class and learned so much. Those who were more experienced improved as well because of the personalized instruction.
—LINDA R.

Intermediate Drawing
For those with some drawing experience, you will refine and expand your drawing and observation skills.
Cost: $79
Thursdays, 5-6:30 p.m., Sept. 7-Oct. 12
Online via Zoom

Professional Camera Operation
For those who are not familiar with the technology, you will learn the basic functions of your camera and controls to create high-quality images on your DSLR, compact, or mirrorless image-making devices. You will learn the basic practices of digital photography such as understanding exposure and composition, learning how to properly store images, experimenting with image-making styles, and editing photographs with different kinds of software to take better pictures. In addition to technical skills, you will also practice developing the creativity and artistic eye that allow you to express yourself through visual imagery. Must provide own DSLR or mirrorless camera with interchangeable lens.
Cost: $99*
Tuesdays, 6-7:30 p.m., Oct. 10-Nov. 14
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

NEW! Watercolor Painting — Beginning and Intermediate
Whether you are a beginner or have some experience with watercolor and want to learn more, this course will assist in learning important techniques in this painting medium. Your instructor will lead you through a variety of projects, as well as assist you in the creation of works from your own personal interests. From landscape to botanical, this course will assist in your understanding of how to depict through watercolor!
Cost: $109*
Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sept. 5-Oct. 10
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

NEW! Ceramic Handbuilding
In this ceramic art studio course, you will be introduced to essential clay-handbuilding techniques: pinch, coil, slab, and one-piece molds/stamps. Designed for all skill levels, you can pursue various representational, abstract, large-scale, and/or functional objects. You will engage in additional aspects of the ceramic process such as: glazing, kiln-loading/unloading, and mixed-media/cold finishes. Visual presentations of historical and contemporary ceramic artwork will add context and inspiration toward ongoing projects and techniques demonstrated in class. At the end of the course, you will take home a variety of glazed, completed ceramic artworks.
Cost: $209
Sundays, 10 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 10-Oct. 29
Ceramics Studio, SIUE Edwardsville Campus

NEW! Ceramic Wheelthrowing
In this ceramic art studio course, you will be introduced to essential ceramic wheelthrowing techniques: centering, throwing, altering, trimming, and functional attachments. Designed for all skill levels, you can pursue various functional pottery forms such as cups, bowls, plates, jars, teapots and pitchers. You will engage in additional aspects of the ceramic process, including glazing, kiln-loading/unloading, firing, and cold finishes. Visual presentations of historical and contemporary ceramic artwork will add context and inspiration toward ongoing projects and techniques demonstrated in class. At the end of the course, you will take home a variety of glazed, completed ceramic artworks.
Cost: $209
Sundays, 10 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 10-Oct. 29
Ceramics Studio, SIUE Edwardsville Campus

NEW! Indigo: Ancient Dye with Contemporary Techniques
Join us for a visually exciting experience of the ancient art of Indigo dying hosted over two Saturdays. Techniques for making white resists on blue cloth will be taught, including tie-dye, block resists and other shibori stitch resists developed in Japan, tie resists from Nigeria, and knot resists from India. All materials will be provided.
Course Fee: $129
Sat., 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Oct. 21-28
Textile Studio, Art and Design West, SIUE Edwardsville Campus

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.
CULINARY ARTS

All of these classes will be held via Zoom. A baking or cooking basics packet of preparation tips and recipes will be sent prior to each class via email for you to purchase ingredients and have supplies ready to prepare and bake during class.

Makanos
Just in time for fall holidays and events, learn how to make foolproof macarons that are quick, easy and delicious! You will learn how to make perfect makanos shells and delicious fillings. You will need a food scale to accurately weigh ingredients at home.
Course Fee: $49
Thursday, 6-8 p.m., Sept. 14
Online via Zoom

NEW! Cooking with Beer
It’s Oktoberfest at home as we cook a variety of dishes that use beer! We will start with a beer cheese fondue, beer barbecue meatballs, beer braised pulled pork sandwiches, Guinness chocolate cake. Additional recipes such as Guinness beer nuts will be included in the recipe packet but not prepared during class.
Course Fee: $59
Tuesday, 6-9 p.m., Oct. 3
Online via Zoom

NEW! Happy Holidays! Holiday Appetizers and Cocktails
For potlucks, cocktail parties at home or other holiday gatherings, learn how to make perfect macaron shells and delicious fillings. We will make homemade pie crust, classic pecan pie, gluten free graham cracker crust, apple pie and a variety of holiday cookies that are beautiful AND delicious! We will make pull apart Christmas tree bread, GF spinach and artichoke zucchini bites, jerk chicken flatbread pizza, GF vegan cowboy caviar, and tomato mozzarella caprese hot dip. You’ll also get ideas for easy cocktails for a crowd! The recipe packet will also include additional recipes not done in class.
Course Fee: $49
Wednesday, 6-8 p.m., Nov. 1
Online via Zoom

NEW! Soups and Stews
As the weather cools, it is the perfect time for a great bowl of soup! Learn tips and techniques for the perfect soups, stews and chowders. We will prepare vegetarian broccoli and cheddar soup, loaded creamy baked potato soup, and hearty Tuscan broth-based chicken soup during class. The recipe packet will include additional soup recipes that will not be done in class, including white chicken chili, beef stew and lobster bisque.
Course Fee: $49
Wednesday, 6-8 p.m., Nov. 16
Online via Zoom

NEW! Classic Cakes from Scratch
Learn how to make two impressive from-scratch layer cakes that are moist, flavorful and delicious just in time for the holidays! This class will teach baking techniques for perfect cakes and will include recipes for German chocolate cake with traditional coconut pecan frosting and red velvet cake with fluffy cream cheese frosting. The recipe packet will also include additional recipes not done in class.
Course Fee: $59
Tuesday, 6-9 p.m., Oct. 17
Online via Zoom

NEW! Pie Baking 101
Learn how to make delicious pies from scratch, including homemade pie crust! This class will teach baking techniques for great tasting, beautiful pies. We will make homemade pie crust, a fruit pie, a cream pie, a pecan pie and a custard-based pie. The recipe packet will also include additional recipes not done in class.
Course Fee: $59
Tuesday, 6-9 p.m., Nov. 16
Online via Zoom

NEW! Holiday Cookies
What are the holidays without homemade cookies? Learn a variety of holiday cookies that are beautiful AND delicious! We will make one-two basic doughs to make a variety of different cookies with different shapes, sizes, m Vienna’s and toppings. Dough is freezeable, so there is no need to bake all of your cookies during class time. You will learn an easy way to store your pre-made doughs and keep track of their different prep and baking times. The recipe packet will also include additional recipes not done in class.
Course Fee: $59
Thursday, 6-9 p.m., Dec. 7
Online via Zoom

BREADS

These award-winning classes are held at Artisan 222 Bakery in downtown Edwardsville. Participants take all recipes and finished products (20-30 loaves of bread) home. All ingredients will be provided for the baking process.

Artisan Breads I
Learn the basics of breadmaking, including the terminology, ingredient functionality, dough handling, fermentation steps, mixing and dough development, as well as the fermentation in the baking process.
Course Fee: $149
Two sessions available:
• Sept. 11-13
• Sept. 18-20
Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville

Artisan Breads II
This course will build on the knowledge learned in Artisan Breads I. The focus will be on sourdough breads and the functions of bread making.
Course Fee: $149
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 5-8 p.m., Oct. 2-4
Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville

Artisan I or II must be taken before participating in any of the following courses:

Italian Breads
A simple look at classic Italian bread recipes, including focaccia, ciabatta and foccagia, as well as pizza dough.
Course Fee: $149
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 5-8 p.m., Oct. 16-18
Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville

German Breads
It’s a rye lover’s dream. We’ll hit on six vastly different German breads while also making rolls.
Course Fee: $149
Two sessions available:
• Oct. 30-No. 1
• Nov. 13-15
Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville

Breads of the World
Learn how to create and bake breads from around the world, including brioché, challah, Mediterranean and many more!
Course Fee: $149
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 5-8 p.m., Dec. 4-6
Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville

Advanced Bread Methods
We will push the envelope that Artisan I and II have put in front of us as we explore different prefermented doughs and their flavor profiles and examine different grains fermentation in our preferments. Prerequisite: Artisan Breads I and II must be taken before taking this course.
Course Fee: $149
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 5-8 p.m., Nov. 27-29
Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville

Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville
• Sept. 11-13
• Oct. 30-No. 1
• Nov. 13-15
Artisan 222 Bakery, Edwardsville

The Artisan Bread I course is the real deal, taught in a real bakery, by a real baker. To say this course was a delight would be an understatement; this one is a game changer for anyone that likes to cook.

– TERRY E.
GUITAR
These classes are for beginning- and intermediate-level guitar players. Participants need to bring their own guitar to all sessions.

Beginning Guitar
If you’ve never played guitar before but have always wanted to learn, we have the course for you! This class is designed to help you develop the basic skills and techniques needed to play the guitar. No previous playing experience is needed. A guidebook will be provided.

Course Fee: $159*
Mondays, 6-8 p.m., Aug. 21-Dec. 11
(No class Oct. 16-30)
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Intermediate Guitar
Pick up where the beginner’s course left off and expand on your basic techniques and further enrich your guitar playing. Basic guitar playing experience is needed.

Course Fee: $159*
Wednesdays, 6-8 p.m., Aug. 23-Dec. 13
(No class Oct. 16-30)
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

PERSONAL ENRICHMENT
Get to Know Your Bible Better
The course is designed to help you get to know your copy of the Bible better. Join us as we explore the Bible and learn about religion together with a minister with over 40 years of knowledge and experience. No matter your religion or level of knowledge about the Bible, you are welcome to join us, as there is no obligation to join a religion. The textbook and Bibles will be offered for free if you do not have your own Bible. You are welcome to join us when you are able!

Course fee: FREE
Thursdays, 10:30-11:30 a.m., Sept. 7-Dec. 21
Online via Zoom

Japanese Book Club: “The Mermaid and the Red Candle”
You will have the opportunity to read the short story “The Mermaid and the Red Candle” and learn about Japanese literature and authors chosen for the book club, and how to analyze Japanese society and culture more deeply through literature. We will discuss its themes, plot, characters, writing style, etc. and share opinions and thoughts about the story. A link to purchase the book before the course will be provided.

Course fee: FREE
Thursdays, 6:30-8 p.m., Oct. 5 and 19
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Stamp Collecting for Fun or Fame
If you have inherited a stamp collection, are thinking about starting a collection or are a current collector who considers yourself a novice, this course is for you! We will partake in a high-level overview and discussion for a topical collector, sharing tools of the trade, resources and various philatelic material you can use to enhance your collection. Discussion will be followed by a Q&A session hosted by the director of the National Museum of African Americans on Stamps.

Course fee: $29
Four sessions available:
Thursday, 6-8 p.m.
• Sept. 7
• Oct. 5
• Nov. 2
• Dec. 7
Online via Zoom

James Bond and Social Change
Have you ever wondered why James Bond is the most recognized fictional character in history? This fun, five-week course will attempt to answer that and many other Bond-related questions. Whether Bond ‘shakes’ or ‘stirs’ you, this accessible course will explore the history behind Bond, the overt and covert messages and meanings found in the movies while providing a deeper sense of Bond’s 60+ year influence on culture. You don’t need to be a fan to enjoy the course.

Course fee: $59
Mondays, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 2-30
Online via Zoom

NEW!
Beekeeping 101
We will cover the basics of beekeeping in this three-week course. Topics will include bee biology, hive management, equipment, bee products and more! The course will conclude with student-led inspection of a colony. Please wear shoes with good support, jeans, and a long sleeved shirt made from denim or other thick material. Links to purchase a bee jacket, Alexander veil and gloves will be provided.

Course fee: $69*
Mondays, 5-6:30 p.m., Aug. 14-28
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

NEW!
Beginning Genealogy Research
Tracing family history is a fascinating journey. Learn about the genealogy research process and the way to interpret information through hands-on examples that help you dig deeper into your family’s past. Make your family history come alive!

Course Fee: $59
Mondays, 6-8 p.m., Nov. 6-Dec. 11
Online via Zoom

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.
**REAL ESTATE**

A home is the largest asset most people ever own. In this series of courses, you can learn how to improve your home’s value, buy a home when inventory is low, stage your home and invest in home equity! A portion of all proceeds from the course sessions will be donated to the Main Street Community Center on behalf of the Jen Teske Homes of Re/Max Alliance and Jean Lewis Homes of Keller Williams Pinnacle. Attend as many sessions as you like or attend them all for a reduced rate of $80.

- **Buying a Home when Inventory is Low**
  - New American Funding, Glen Carbon
  - Tuesday and Thursday, 6-7:30 p.m., Sept. 12 and 14
  - Course Fee: $25
  - Buy a home has gotten a little more challenging since inventory has been historically low. In this course you will learn all of the steps required in the purchase process along with all the new strategies used to be selected as the winning offer. Terms you will learn include appraisal gaps, escalation clauses and limited inspection contingencies. This course will position you to be a stand-out buyer.

- **Invest for Success**
  - New American Funding, Glen Carbon
  - Tuesday and Thursday, 6-7:30 p.m., Oct. 3 and 14
  - Course Fee: $25
  - Real estate investing is one of the greatest ways to build wealth in this country! You will learn the basic tools of residential real estate investing. You will also learn how to evaluate potential properties and will be introduced to the game CashFlow created by Robert Kiyosaki, author of “Rich Dad Poor Dad.” The game is a fun way to see how wealthy people use money to get out of the rat race. You will also learn how to evaluate potential properties and will be introduced to the game CashFlow created by Robert Kiyosaki, author of “Rich Dad Poor Dad.” The game is a fun way to see how wealthy people use money to get out of the rat race.

- **Do I really need to stage my house to sell it?**
  - New American Funding, Glen Carbon
  - Tuesday, 6-7:30 p.m., Oct. 3
  - Course Fee: $25
  - Watch homes transform through before and after photos. You will be able to see the magic behind staging homes and understand how staging speeds up the time to sell and brings top dollar. It will make you a believer in professional home staging.

- **For Better or Worse: Value Added Home Improvements**
  - New American Funding, Glen Carbon
  - Tuesday, 6-7:30 p.m., Nov. 9
  - Course Fee: $25
  - It doesn’t matter if you live in a mansion or a bungalow, getting top value out of your home can be possible through home improvements and maintenance. Join us on the right side of the street and learn how wealthy people use money to get out of the rat race.

**LIFELONG LEARNING INSTITUTE**

The SIUE Lifelong Learning Institute provides programs designed for a lifetime of learning and personal growth. Community members may join for a fee of $40 for the semester. Benefits include admission to the Fall speaker series and free (or reduced-price) trips and experiences. Members also enjoy courtesy borrowing privileges at Lovejoy Library and discounts on non-credit courses. Members may also purchase a parking code for the discounted rate of $20 per household for use on Wednesdays throughout the fall semester.

- **FALL SPEAKER SERIES**
  - Speaker Series talks are included in Lifelong Learning Institute memberships. Non-members are welcome to attend individual sessions for $5 each and are encouraged to register ahead online to receive updates related to the talk. The Fall Speaker Series is planned for an in-person format with a virtual attendance option. The in-person talks will be held primarily at the Morris University Center (MUC) on the SIUE Edwardsville campus unless otherwise noted. Non-members (and members who do not wish to pay for a parking code) may pay the noted rate. For a description of the scheduled talks, please visit siue.edu/educational-outreach.

- **Real estate investing is one of the greatest ways to build wealth in this country! You will learn the basic tools of residential real estate investing. You will also learn how to evaluate potential properties and will be introduced to the game CashFlow created by Robert Kiyosaki, author of “Rich Dad Poor Dad.” The game is a fun way to see how wealthy people use money to get out of the rat race.**

- **Buying a Home has gotten a little more challenging since inventory has been historically low. In this course you will learn all of the steps required in the purchase process along with all the new strategies used to be selected as the winning offer. Terms you will learn include appraisal gaps, escalation clauses and limited inspection contingencies. This course will position you to be a stand-out buyer.**

- **Watching homes transform through before and after photos. You will be able to see the magic behind staging homes and understand how staging speeds up the time to sell and brings top dollar. It will make you a believer in professional home staging.**

- **It doesn’t matter if you live in a mansion or a bungalow, getting top value out of your home can be possible through home improvements and maintenance. Join us on the right side of the street and learn how wealthy people use money to get out of the rat race.**

---

**FOR SALE**

**FOR SALE**

**NEW AMERICAN FUNDING, GLEN CARBON**

**Tuesday, 6-7:30 p.m., Oct. 3**

**Course Fee: $25**

**category:**

**make you a believer in professional home staging.**

**will be able to see the magic behind staging homes and understand how staging speeds up the time to sell and brings top dollar. It will make you a believer in professional home staging.**

**Improvements and maintenance.**

**used to be selected as the winning offer. Terms you will learn include appraisal gaps, escalation clauses and limited inspection contingencies. This course will position you to be a stand-out buyer.**

**Buying a Home when Inventory is Low**

**New American Funding, Glen Carbon**

**Tuesday and Thursday, 6-7:30 p.m., Sept. 12 and 14**

**Course Fee: $25**

**Do I really need to stage my house to sell it?**

**New American Funding, Glen Carbon**

**Tuesday, 6-7:30 p.m., Oct. 3**

**Course Fee: $25**

**For Better or Worse: Value Added Home Improvements**

**New American Funding, Glen Carbon**

**Tuesday, 6-7:30 p.m., Nov. 9**

**Course Fee: $25**

**Tips from Travel Hackers on How to Travel Less Expensively**

**New American Funding, Glen Carbon**

**Thursday, 6-7:30 p.m., Nov. 9**

**Course Fee: $25**

**Catching Up with the Lifelong Learners**

**Office of Online Services and Educational Outreach**

**Wednesday, Aug. 23, 10:30-11:45 a.m.**

**International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor**

**Viewing the 2023 and 2024 Solar Eclipses**

**Jack Glassman, PhD, SIUE Emeritus Associate Professor**

**Wednesday, Aug. 23, 1:15-2:30 p.m.**

**International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor**

**Helping Our Neighbors Weather the Storm: The Role of the National Weather Service**

**Matthew Betscher, National Weather Service**

**Wednesday, Aug. 30, 10:30-11:45 a.m.**

**International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor**

**Stories from the Mississippi River Festival**

**Mark Pierce, Author, “When the Stars Came Out”**

**Wednesday, Aug. 30, 1:15-2:30 p.m.**

**International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor**

**Tips from Travel Hackers on How to Travel Less Expensively**

**Paul Rose, PhD, SIUE Department of Psychology**

**Wednesday, Sept. 6, 10:30-11:45 a.m.**

**International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor**

**For a description of the scheduled talks, please visit siue.edu/educational-outreach.**
History of College Athletics: Myths and Realities
Dan Mahony, PhD, SIU System President and Professor
Wednesday, Oct. 11, 10:30-11:45 a.m.
Center for Spirituality and Sustainability, Fuller Dome

Building a Career in Music Composition for Wind Band
Kim Archer, DMA, SIUE Distinguished Research Professor of Music Composition and Theory
Wednesday, Oct. 11, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
Center for Spirituality and Sustainability, Fuller Dome

More Information, Less Informed?
Kim Archer, DMA, SIUE Distinguished Research Professor of Music Composition and Theory
Wednesday, Oct. 11, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
Center for Spirituality and Sustainability, Fuller Dome

Sustainability and Willoughby Heritage Farm and Conservation Reserve
Carol Fehrke, Willoughby Heritage Farm and Conservation Reserve Coordinator
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor

Great Decisions: Drug Violence in Mexico
Surerján Weeraratne, PhD, SIUE Department of Political Science
Wednesday, Oct. 25, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor

Beyond the Grave
Amanda Clark, Missouri History Museum
Wednesday, Oct. 25, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor

The Story of East Timor
Amanda Clark, Missouri History Museum
Wednesday, Oct. 25, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor

The Art of Gingerbread: From Hobby to National Competition
Susan Rogers, Competitive Gingerbread Architect
Wednesday, Nov. 1, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor

What Does Government Data Tell Us About the History of College Athletics?
Stephen Hansen PhD, SIUE Emeritus Professor and Dean
Wednesday, Nov. 15, 1:15-2:30 p.m.
International Room, Morris University Center, 2nd Floor

Haunted in Alton
Get into the spooky season with an Alton Hauntings walking tour!
We will begin the evening with dinner, paid for on your own, at Bluff City Grill before embarking on a private walking tour around Alton. Hosted by award-winning author Troy Taylor, we will walk through the streets of Alton and hear about one of the most haunted small towns in America. We will hear the stories that thread through these streets and give “life” to many of the ghosts in the area. We will be walking for a substantive portion of the evening (approximately three hours), so be sure to wear comfortable shoes.
Friday, Sept. 29, 5:30-10:30 p.m.
5700 Lindell Blvd, St. Louis
Cost: $40 (Dinner not included)

What Happens to Your Recyclables?
A Behind-the-Scenes Look at Republic Services’ Recycling Facility
Join us for a tour of Republic Services’ recycling facility in Hazelwood, Mo. Find out what happens to your recyclables once they reach the facility. After a presentation on facilities operations, we will see it all in action. Tour spots are limited. Choose a morning or afternoon tour (select one). Please note: We will be entering and walking through an active work area. You will be ascending and descending stairs in the office space and walking on slopes surfaces in a loud and dusty environment.
Wednesday, Oct. 4, 9:30-11 a.m. or 1:20-3:00 p.m.
6025 Byassee Dr, Hazelwood, Mo
Cost: $7 for non-members; FREE for Lifelong Learning members

Made in St. Louis: A History of Manufacturing in St. Louis
Join us for a Missouri History Museum bus tour about the history of manufacturing in St. Louis. As we tour the historic St. Louis riverfront, we’ll learn about the production of everything from bricks and radioactive waste to pasta and bananas. Registrants will board the bus and be dropped off at the Missouri History Museum. Please note: There is some walking, including stairs.
Wednesday, Sept. 13, 10 a.m.-noon
Cost: $42 for non-members; $32 for Lifelong Learning members

Journey through St. Louis History on the SLU Campus
Join us for a guided tour through the historic Samuel Cupples House and the St. Louis University Museum of Art on the St. Louis University campus. You will be able to see the 1890s home as it was once used, as well as collections of art at both the Cupples House and Museum of Art. There will be a large amount of walking on this tour, including stairs, uneven surfaces, and bath indoor and outdoor terrain.
Friday, Oct. 20, 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Cost: $50 for non-members; $15 for Lifelong Learning members

Tours, Tastings and Delectable Cuisine... Oh My!
Join us for a fun and flavorful evening at Bella Vista Winery. We will begin our evening with a tour of the Bella Vista Winery to see the process of winemaking and learn all the tips and tricks that make a wonderful wine. Following our tour, we will indulge in a gourmet meal with wine pairings prepared by Bella Vista’s resident chef and winemaker. Tour fees, dinner and wine tastings are included in the cost of the trip.
Friday, Nov. 3, 5:30-9 p.m.
Cost: $60

Jacoby Arts Center, located in the former Jacoby’s Furniture Building in Alton, Ill., is committed to engaging imaginations and enriching lives through art. Jacoby Arts Center nurtures and promotes the practice and appreciation of the arts through education, exhibitions, cultural programming and outreach initiatives. Visit jacobyartscenter.org for more information.
**TEST PREPARATION**

Whether you are just starting college or looking to pursue an advanced degree, we have a test preparation course for you. These courses are offered in a variety of formats, from one-day to weekly, and are offered in a fully online format to better fit into your busy life! Choose from one of the sessions below to get started! All courses are hosted online via Adobe Connect, free to download!

**ACT/SAT Strategy Workshop**
Join us for an informative combined introduction to the ACT and SAT. This session will introduce you to both tests and highlight some of the key similarities and differences between them. Our experienced instructor will guide you through some sample questions and teach you a few strategies.

Course Fee: FREE!

Two sessions available:
- Wednesday, Aug. 30, 8-9 p.m.
- Monday, Sept. 27, 2-4 p.m.

Online via Adobe Connect

**Praxis Core Math Prep Course**
We will help you improve your skills, confidence, and score, all of which increase your chance of admission into the teacher preparation program of your choice! Receive 15 hours of classroom instruction. This comprehensive course includes a review of the mathematical, verbal concepts, Integrated Reasoning and Analytical Writing sections and prepares you for the questions typically seen on this test.

Course Fee: $199

Monday and Wednesday, Sept. 13-27, 6-9 p.m.
Online via Adobe Connect

**SAT Blitz**
Let us help you prepare for this important test! SAT Blitz classes include 16 hours of instruction. Classes are scheduled to allow time to practice new skills between sessions. The SAT Blitz classes are offered live-online.

Course Fee: $399

Four sessions available:
- Tuesday and Thursday, 6-8 p.m.
- Aug. 31-Sept. 26
- Sunday, 2-4 p.m.
- Sept. 10-Oct. 29
- Monday and Wednesday, 6-8 p.m.
- Oct. 4, 30
- Nov. 2-29

Online via Adobe Connect

**GRE Prep Course**
Let us help you take the first step to an advanced degree! The GRE Prep Class will give you the skills and confidence you need to maximize your performance on the GRE. Sharpen your skills on actual GRE test questions and follow our proven study plan to start on your path to success.

Course Fee: $399

Four sessions available:
- Monday and Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.
  - Sept. 10-Oct. 2
  - Oct. 10-Nov. 13
  - Tuesday and Thursday, 7-10 p.m.
  - Oct. 2-Nov. 2, except Oct. 31
  - Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 6-9 p.m.
  - Dec. 4-14

Online via Adobe Connect

**GMAT Prep Course**
We will help you improve your skills, confidence, and score, all of which increase your chance of admission into the MBA or other business program of your choice! This comprehensive course includes a review of the mathematical, verbal concepts, Integrated Reasoning and Analytical Writing sections and prepares you for the questions typically seen on this test.

Course Fee: $899

Two sessions available:
- Tuesday and Thursday, 6-9 p.m., Sept. 14-Oct. 10
- Monday and Wednesday, 8-11 p.m., Oct. 18-Nov. 13

Online via Adobe Connect

**LSAT Prep Course**
Master the skills needed to succeed on the LSAT® and take the test with the confidence of knowing that you prepared. Our intensive LSAT Prep Class includes 30 hours of classroom instruction. We use questions from actual LSAT exams, so that you know your preparation is as close to the real test as possible. LSAT textbooks, up-to-date workbook, practice tests, online support resources, and expert instruction included.

Course Fee: $899

Six sessions available:
- Monday and Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.
  - Sept. 6-Oct. 10
  - Oct. 20-Nov. 20
  - Mon.-Thurs., 6-9 p.m.
  - Nov. 29-Jan. 8, except Dec. 25 and Jan. 1

Online via Adobe Connect

**LSAT Strategy Workshop**
Join us for an informative combined introduction to the ACT and SAT. This session will introduce you to both tests and highlight some of the key similarities and differences between them. Our experienced instructor will guide you through some sample questions and teach you a few strategies.

Course Fee: FREE!

Three sessions available:
- Wednesday, Aug. 30, 8-9 p.m.
- Monday, Sept. 27, 2-4 p.m.
- Tuesday and Thursday, 8-11 p.m.
  - Sept. 28-Nov. 2, except Oct. 31

Online via Adobe Connect

**GRE Strategy Workshop**
Join us for an informative introduction to the GRE General Test. If you are preparing for graduate school, you know that success on the GRE will play a critical role in your acceptance into the program of your choice. Come meet with our experienced instructor to learn about the test and pick up a few tricks.

Course Fee: FREE!

Three sessions available:
- Wednesday, 8-9 p.m.
  - Aug. 30
  - Sept. 20
  - Oct. 4

Online via Adobe Connect

**GMAT Strategy Workshop**
If you are preparing for law school, you know that success on the LSAT exam will play a critical role in your acceptance into the program of your choice. Come meet with our experienced instructor to learn about the test and pick up a few tricks.

Course Fee: FREE!

Three sessions available:
- Wednesday, 8-9 p.m.
  - Sept. 13
  - Oct. 11
  - Nov. 8

Online via Adobe Connect

**Praxis Core Math Prep Course**
We will help you improve your skills, confidence, and score, all of which increase your chance of admission into the teacher preparation program of your choice! Receive 15 hours of classroom instruction. This comprehensive course includes a review of the mathematical concepts tested and prepares you for the questions typically seen on this test. The course includes expert instruction, all required course materials, and online support resources.

Course Fee: $199

Monday and Wednesday, Sept. 13-27, 6-9 p.m.
Online via Adobe Connect

**LSAT Prep Course**
If you are preparing for law school, you know that success on the LSAT exam will play a critical role in your acceptance into the program of your choice. Come meet with our experienced instructor to learn about the test and pick up a few tricks.

Course Fee: $899

Three sessions available:
- Monday and Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.
  - Sept. 6-Oct. 10
  - Oct. 20-Nov. 20
  - Mon.-Thurs., 6-9 p.m.
  - Nov. 6

Online via Adobe Connect

**SAT Blitz**
Let us help you prepare for this important test! SAT Blitz classes include 16 hours of instruction. Classes are scheduled to allow time to practice new skills between sessions. The SAT Blitz classes are offered live-online.

Course Fee: $399

Four sessions available:
- Tuesday and Thursday, 6-8 p.m.
  - Aug. 31-Sept. 26
  - Sunday, 2-4 p.m.
  - Sept. 10-Oct. 29
  - Monday and Wednesday, 6-8 p.m.
  - Oct. 4, 30
  - Nov. 2-29

Online via Adobe Connect

**GMAT Prep Course**
We will help you improve your skills, confidence, and score, all of which increase your chance of admission into the MBA or other business program of your choice! This comprehensive course includes a review of the mathematical, verbal concepts, Integrated Reasoning and Analytical Writing sections and prepares you for the questions typically seen on this test.

Course Fee: $899

Two sessions available:
- Tuesday and Thursday, 6-9 p.m., Sept. 14-Oct. 10
- Monday and Wednesday, 8-11 p.m., Oct. 18-Nov. 13

Online via Adobe Connect

**LSAT Prep Course**
Master the skills needed to succeed on the LSAT® and take the test with the confidence of knowing that you prepared. Our intensive LSAT Prep Class includes 30 hours of classroom instruction. We use questions from actual LSAT exams, so that you know your preparation is as close to the real test as possible. LSAT textbooks, up-to-date workbook, practice tests, online support resources, and expert instruction included.

Course Fee: $899

Six sessions available:
- Monday and Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.
  - Sept. 6-Oct. 9
  - Oct. 20-Nov. 20
  - Mon.-Thurs., 6-9 p.m.
  - Nov. 6

Online via Adobe Connect
The Four Fits of Dynamic Leadership

Today’s workplace is more nuanced than ever and filled with diverse, dynamic employees. Empowering employees to achieve objectives is the basis of leadership, no matter the personality or strategies of each individual leader. Building a connection between the leader and the team is paramount, and doing so requires understanding each of the four fits or areas: mental, emotional, team and personal power. This comprehensive course explores each in detail and includes worksheets to clarify important lessons.

Course Fee: $39
Wednesday, 6-8 p.m., Oct. 25
Online via Zoom

Instagram Marketing: How to Use Instagram for Business

Instagram is a simple and effective way to market your business and connect with new customers. In this four-week course, we will begin with the basics, and you will learn to create a powerful, professional Instagram profile for your business designed to effectively appeal to your target customer. Even if you have an established business account, this course will dive deeper into strategies and tactics to highlight your brand and create a community of followers. Learn the tools to create quality content, grow your Instagram followers and market your business with highly targeted audiences.

Course Fee: $59
Wednesday, 6-7 p.m., Oct. 25-Nov. 15
Online via Zoom

Microsoft Office Basics

Join us as we explore the Microsoft Office Suite. You will gain an overview of programs from the Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Outlook, Publisher, Access, PowerPoint and One Note), as well as the basics of how to use each of them.

Course Fee: $59
Wednesdays & Fridays, 5:30-7:30 p.m., Nov. 1-17
Online via Zoom

Introduction to Quickbooks® Online

Learn basic accounting principles and how they are applied in the online version of QuickBooks. We will introduce the software, set up business accounts, record transactions, produce reports and learn how QuickBooks Online can be customized to fit your business needs.

Course Fee: $79
Digital Badge Fee: $49 (additional to the course fee)
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6-7:30 p.m., Sept. 7-Oct. 5
Online via Zoom

Interpersonal Communication

The Introduction to Interpersonal Communication badge offers a credential that is vital for a variety of careers. Earners of this credential have demonstrated knowledge and familiarity with the principles and practices of oral communication. The curriculum provides training in message formation and delivery; listening; perception; awareness of verbal and nonverbal codes; and managing conflict. Competency is assessed via quizzes. This digital credential offers a pathway to three credit hours upon acceptance and enrollment at SIUE.

Course Fee: $149 (Includes all seven module badges at a discounted rate)
Rolling enrollment available to begin at any time
Online

Introductory Microsoft Excel 2019

Designed for students with limited or no previous experience with Microsoft Excel, this beginner-level course will introduce you to Excel 2019. Included is an overview of basic functionality in Microsoft Excel, which will provide a foundation of the application. Topics covered include creating and managing multiple worksheets, rearranging data, working with basic formulas and formatting, inserting charts and graphics, and organizing large amounts of data. A brief introduction to Windows is included. Basic mouse and keyboarding skills are required. Textbook and online resource materials are provided.

Course Fee: $159*
Tuesdays, 6-8:45 p.m., Sept. 5-Oct. 17
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

I enjoyed the course and the instructor was very knowledgeable of the subject matter.
- Almetta M.
LEARNING THROUGH LUNCH

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY: HOW TO USE IT TO NOT LOSE IT!
Join us over the lunch hour as we explore various technologies available to market, promote, create and expand your business. Whether you are starting your own business, looking to expand into a new market or just want a refresh on your corporate promotions, we have something for you. Take just one course or take them all for a discounted rate of $140!

Facebook Ads: Best Practices for Business
Learn how to understand and properly set up your account for success and run Facebook ads like a pro to garner more interest in your business!
Course Fee: $20
Friday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 8
Online via Zoom

Canva: How to be Creative When You Don’t Feel Creative
Join us as we learn how to set up a Canva account (free or paid, up to you!) and use it to create graphics or presentations using Canva to make your communications look like a million bucks!
Course Fee: $20
Tuesday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 12
Online via Zoom

Canva: Beyond the Basics
Join us as we learn how to use Canva to create more intricate advertisements and delve even deeper. We will go beyond the beginner basics and learn more advanced uses for Canva.
Course Fee: $20
Thursday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 14
Online via Zoom

Google Suite: Success with Sheets, Drive and More
Learn how to use the Google Suite to increase your productivity, organize your work life and more. See an introduction and overview of how to use the various programs available within the Google Suite.
Course Fee: $20
Tuesday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 19
Online via Zoom

Instagram: Best Practices for Business
Learn how to map out a monthly plan, create stories, and use templates in both Instagram and Tik Tok to increase your reels leverage. We will show you how to upgrade your social strategy with organic social media and increase engagement with your posts!
Course Fee: $20
Friday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Sept. 29
Online via Zoom

Zoom: Bringing Opportunities to Homes around the World
Join us as we see Zoom in a new light and learn how to host meetings, webinars and workshops online. We will work through all of the options and show how to make all of your offerings a success in the future!
Course Fee: $20
Tuesday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Oct. 3
Online via Zoom

TikTok: Best Practices for the Business Professional or Company
Learn about new content ideas for your small business and explore TikTok tips for the busy business owner. We will also discuss how to make your own personal brand on the platform.
Course Fee: $20
Friday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Oct. 20
Online via Zoom

LinkedIn: Best Practices for the Business Professional or Company
Learn how to use LinkedIn to position yourself as a thought leader in your space. We will explore why new carousel posts are a must and how to make them work for you!
Course Fee: $20
Friday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Nov. 17
Online via Zoom

Tips and Tricks to Improve Your Email Marketing
Came away with an understanding of the different types of email marketing efforts and which you should use. Learn how to improve your subject lines and the best practices for content based on the types of email you are sending.
Course Fee: $20
Friday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Dec. 8
Online via Zoom

Emotional Intelligence in the Workplace
We will explore the four-branch model of emotional intelligence abilities, with special application and emphasis on its role in the workplace. Prior to the in-person course, you will fill out a self-report measure of your own perceived emotional intelligence as a point for reflection. You will participate in a blend of presentation, discussion and application exercises. Specific tips for building skills will be offered throughout and attempts made to incorporate examples from your current job.
Course Fee: $29*
Thursday, 6-8 p.m., Sept. 14
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Conflict and Conflict Resolution
You will learn basic strategies for conflict resolution, including personality differences and preferences in styles. Prior to the in-person course, you will fill out a few self-report measures regarding personality and conflict resolution style which will be used as a point for reflection. Examples and case studies will be utilized to showcase quality and poor execution of conflict resolution, and developing trust and respect will be integrated as foundations for preventing and addressing conflict.
Course Fee: $29*
Thursday, 6-8 p.m., Nov. 9
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Stress and Coping in the Workplace
We will cover the importance of workplace attitudes, including job satisfaction/morale, organizational commitment and work engagement. Antecedents or predictors of these attitudes, including individual personality traits, organizational culture and contextual factors will be explored. Work stress, job performance and other resulting outcomes will be discussed. An organizational case study will be utilized to examine these issues in more real-world depth. Prior to the in-person course, you will fill out a few self-report measures regarding work attitudes which will be used as a point for reflection.
Course Fee: $29*
Thursday, 6-8 p.m., Dec. 14
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

Work Attitudes
We will cover the importance of workplace attitudes, including job satisfaction/morale, organizational commitment and work engagement. Antecedents or predictors of these attitudes, including individual personality traits, organizational culture and contextual factors will be explored. Work stress, job performance and other resulting outcomes will be discussed. An organizational case study will be utilized to examine these issues in more real-world depth. Prior to the in-person course, you will fill out a few self-report measures regarding work attitudes which will be used as a point for reflection.
Course Fee: $29*
Thursday, 6-8 p.m., Dec. 14
SIUE Edwardsville Campus

*Package pricing available for all four courses or multiple employees. Please email lbrock@siue.edu for information.

*Parking is included. Participants who will not utilize SIUE parking will pay a reduced rate at checkout.

NEW
INDUSTRY-ALIGNED CREDENTIALS THAT CAN LEAD DIRECTLY TO JOBS

Laboratory Technician

Laboratory technicians, also known as biological technicians, set up, operate and maintain laboratory instruments and equipment; monitor experiments; collect data and samples; make observations; and calculate and record results. Rated as a Bright Outlook Occupation by the U.S. Department of Labor, laboratory technicians are frequently employed in chemical, pharmaceutical, environmental, waste management and material manufacturing industries. Delivered in a hybrid format with online courses and in-person laboratory sessions, the curriculum covers key employment skills, including science fundamentals, laboratory safety, general laboratory techniques and good manufacturing practices.

Course Fee: $4,000
Digital Badge Fee: Included
Rolling enrollment
Hybrid (Online and SIUE Edwardsville Campus)

Food Science Technician

The food science technician digital badge series prepares learners for an entry- to mid-level career in food science industries such as food and beverage manufacturing, and related laboratory and quality assurance occupations. Food science technicians employ quantitative and qualitative techniques to determine physical and chemical properties and ensure food safety. Delivered in a hybrid format with online courses and in-person laboratory sessions, the curriculum covers key employment skills, including chemistry fundamentals, laboratory safety, general laboratory techniques, analytical chemistry techniques, chemistry lab manual, inventory/waste management, quality assurance/control and quality management, good manufacturing practices, and fundamentals of food science.

Course Fee: $1,000
Prerequisite: Laboratory Technician
Digital Badge Fee: Included
Rolling enrollment
Hybrid (Online and SIUE Edwardsville Campus)

Chemical Technician

Chemical technicians support the research and development of new products and processes and work in a wide variety of industries, including food and beverage, biofuels, chemical, pharmaceutical, environmental, waste management, and material manufacturing. Delivered in a hybrid format with online courses and in-person laboratory sessions, the chemical technician curriculum covers key employment skills, including chemistry fundamentals, laboratory safety, general laboratory techniques, analytical chemistry techniques, chemistry lab manual, inventory/waste management, biochemistry/biotechnology, microbiology, and intermediate analytical techniques.

Course Fee: $1,000
Prerequisite: Laboratory Technician
Digital Badge Fee: Included
Rolling enrollment
Hybrid (Online and SIUE Edwardsville Campus)

Custom Training Options for Regional Employers

SIUE’s alternative digital credential offerings can be customized to meet your business’s specific training requirements, including options for the development of new courses and modules. Financial support for training costs may be available. To learn more about how our faculty and staff can help your organization train, retain and upskill your workforce, please contact Maggie Ervin (altcredentials@siue.edu) for more information.
Introduction to Data Organization, Preparation and Analysis

The world is full of data. However, before that data can be analyzed and insights can be gleaned from it, data must first be organized, integrated, cleaned and prepared for analysis. This course introduces the tools and techniques that students can use to format their data, leading to hassle free analyses. Excel will be used for all lessons, and students will leave the course with a knowledge of the different functions and tools in Excel. No background in Excel is required, although a basic familiarity with computers is helpful.

Course Fee: $79
Offered Oct. 12-Nov. 2 in an asynchronous, work at your own pace format.
Online via Zoom

Data Visualization in Power BI and Tableau

An introduction to data visualization, dashboarding and reporting techniques. Data visualization is an important component of data science and data-driven decision making. As the world becomes more data-driven, the ability to create engaging and informational visuals is an increasingly vital skillset. Individuals in this course will learn data visualization techniques, as well as how to use tools such as Power BI and Tableau to make real-time, interactive dashboards to display data. This course will be hosted in an asynchronous format, which means the instructor will provide recorded lectures that can be watched at any time and will be available for further instruction and assistance throughout the course open times.

Course Fee: $79
Course will be available beginning on Wednesday, Sept. 13 and must be completed by Nov. 8
Online via Zoom

Introduction to Python

The ability to code in Python is one of the most highly sought skills in data scientists. This course is designed to provide students with a foundation in Python programming. Students will learn the fundamentals of Python syntax, how to identify, manipulate and work with different types of variables and arrays, how to build their own functions, how to perform basic data analyses; and how to create and modify graphics. No prior knowledge of Python or other programming languages is required, although basic knowledge of coding in any programming language would be helpful. This course is offered on-demand asynchronous, meaning that students can complete modules at their own pace.

Course Fee: $99
Rolling Enrollment available to begin at any time during fall semester
Online via Zoom

DATA ANALYTICS

POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATES

SIUE offers post-baccalaureate certificates (PBCs) that range from three to five courses. These certificates are designed for working professionals who want to advance their career by learning additional skills in credit-bearing courses.

Data Science*
Ideal for mathematicians and statisticians
Digital Media Literacy*
Ideal for educators, librarians and media professionals
Emerging Technologies*
Ideal for P-12 school personnel
Instructional Technology*
Ideal for organizational training personnel
Online Teaching and Learning*
Ideal for educators, corporate training personnel, and college instructors
Professional Leadership Strategies*
Ideal for future leaders in public and nonprofit sectors
Taxation
Ideal for individuals interested in public accounting tax positions and other tax-related careers

* fully online option available

For more information, contact Mary Ettling at mawalke@siue.edu or visit siue.edu/online.

ONLINE CERTIFICATE OPPORTUNITIES

Boost your productivity and skill set with these convenient and engaging online courses from Learning Resources Network’s UGotClass® program. Participate any time on any computer to learn from expert instructors. Register for the certificate option of any course grouping and attend all courses in the group for a discounted rate. Certificate administered by UGotClass®. Registration and course deadlines same as individual courses.

Intermediate Video Game Design
Mobile games are the fastest-growing segment of the market as more and more people play casual games. In this intermediate course, you will learn the basics of video game design process, learn about the main video game genres, and use a game development application to begin your journey of making games.

Course Fee: $245
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Introduction to Game Design
Games are increasingly recognized as a tool that can serve many business purposes beyond entertainment. This course provides a general introduction to what goes into the design and development of both video and analog games, with a particular focus on the use of games outside of consumer entertainment.

Course Fee: $245
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

NEW!

BASIC GAME DESIGN CERTIFICATE
Register for the certificate option and receive both of the Game Design courses for a discounted rate. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $395

RETURNING!

For more information, contact Mary Ettling at mawalke@siue.edu or visit siue.edu/online.
ONLINE CERTIFICATE OPPORTUNITIES (CONT.)

Keys to Customer Service
Learning to build your customer service skills will have a powerful impact on your career success, as well as success in other areas of life. Through this course, you will discover the direct relationship between service skills and career achievement.

Course Fee: $345
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

Extraordinary Customer Service
Transform your customer service into something extraordinary. As a result, more repeat business will improve your bottom line. Extraordinary customer service comes from focusing on the essential elements that yield big results.

Course Fee: $145
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

CUSTOMER SERVICE CERTIFICATE
Register for the certificate option and receive a discounted rate for both Customer Service courses. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $345

The customer service course was a great experience. It really surprised me how many small but effective ways there are to better help and understand customers.

CHUCK W.

Podcasting
Businesses are turning to podcasting to grow their brand and connect with customers. People with a niche hobby are turning podcasts into a business. Learn how to take your business or hobby and turn it into a podcast. This step-by-step class will take you from start to finish and cover the required elements needed to get your show online. Come to class with your idea and end with your show online for all to hear.

Course/Certificate Fee: $345
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

PODCASTING CERTIFICATE
Certificate administered by UGotClass® upon completion of Podcasting course.

Remote Working and Communicating
Working remotely does not make you an expert on remote work. Gain new insights, experiences and advanced tips for working from home. Find out the five bad habits too many remote workers and their managers acquire from lack of experience, tools and expertise and the latest strategies for communicating with remote workers. Come away with a deeper understanding of this enormous cultural and work shift going on in the workplace.

Course Fee: $345
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

Managing Remote Workers
You cannot manage remote workers like you manage office workers. But you can manage remote workers better, with greater productivity and efficiency. Discover the keys to successful managing in the new workplace of the 21st century. Get a step-by-step practical guide you won’t get anywhere else. Employees and employers both like the new system. You’ll want to apply these practices to your office workers as well.

Course Fee: $345
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Managing Remote Workers Certificate
Register for the certificate option and receive both managing remote workers courses for a discounted rate. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $395

Video Marketing
Sight, sound and motion are much more compelling than static words on a page. Video is very hypnotic and it quickly speeds up the “know, like and trust” factor with your audience. You will discover how to use simple online video to quickly bond with your viewer, drive traffic to your website, boost business and build brand awareness. Find out how to shoot simple, effective videos without costly fancy equipment or savvy technical skills. Discover the secrets to creating content that commands attention. Learn how to dominate Google and YouTube with your video and to strategically use YouTube to market your business 24/7 – even while you sleep.

Course Fee: $345
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

YouTube for Business
Increase your business with YouTube, now the second largest search engine. Discover the power of video for your organization, and how to use video as a marketing tool to reach and serve more people. Just like Facebook, YouTube is a social network that needs to be set up, optimized, and used regularly to be effective. Your patterns of behavior on YouTube may be working against you. Learn how YouTube can compliment your current marketing and social media strategy and how to maximize your YouTube Channel to get the greatest return.

Course Fee: $345
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Certificate in Mastering Video Marketing
Register for the certificate option and receive both video marketing courses for a discounted rate. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $395

BEGINNING CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH
Designed for beginners, we will have you speaking and reading Spanish in no time. You will practice the basic building blocks of the language and common idiomatic expressions. You will know enough vocabulary and grammar for simple conversations, and you will learn how to ask and answer questions. Whether you speak some Spanish and need a refresher, or no Spanish, you will complete the course with the skills to communicate in Spanish.

Course Fee: $145
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-Oct. 27

BEGINNING CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH CERTIFICATE
Certificate administered by UGotClass® upon completion of Beginning Conversational Spanish course.

Beginning Conversational Spanish
BEGINNING CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH CERTIFICATE
Certificate Fee: $395

BEGINNING CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH CERTIFICATE
Certificate administered by UGotClass® upon completion of Beginning Conversational Spanish course.
Understanding Debits and Credits
In this course, you will learn about the accounting equation and the five categories involved in every business (Assets, Liabilities, Owner’s Equity, Revenue and Expenses). Every financial transaction falls into one or more of these categories. Learn how to create a chart of accounts that meet the needs of your business. You will learn how to double entry bookkeeping works and the process of recording debits and credits. This course will show you how to identify, analyze and record transactions using journal entries under the cash basis accounting method.

Course Fee: $195
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

GENERALLedger and Month End Procedures
In this course, you will learn how to post journal entries to the correct general ledger accounts impacted by each transaction. This course will show you how to make sure your general ledger balances at the end of each month by preparing an unaadjusted trial balance. You will learn how to look for errors when you don’t balance and how to determine to correct entries. After posting correcting entries and/or adjusting entries, you will verify debits and credits equal with an adjusted trial balance. This course also goes through the steps of performing monthly bank reconciliations.

Course Fee: $195
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Closing Procedures and Financial Statements
This course shows you how to create a worksheet used to adjust account balances and prepare financial statements. Use your financial statements to measure performance, make improvements and set goals. The final step covered in this course is closing your financial statements to measure performance, make improvements and set goals. The final step covered in this course is closing your financial statements, ending the fiscal year and preparing them for the next accounting period; this is done by journalizing and posting closing entries.

Course Fee: $195
Available Online Only: Nov. 6 Dec. 1

Introduction to Six Sigma Green Belt
This challenging introduction to Six Sigma Green Belt course teaches critical skills required for Six Sigma practitioners. This first course in the certificate program explains the basic terms and proven Six Sigma problem-solving methods, team building tools, and descriptive statistics that are the basis for the statistical tools contributing to improvement of projects and the overall success of your organization.

Course Fee: $195
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

Advanced Six Sigma Green Belt
This final course teaches participants to improve and control processes. Topics included in this course include hypothesis-testing, design of experiments and statistical process control. The instructor will share many handouts, spreadsheets and web links that have tools participants will use while completing Six Sigma projects.

Course Fee: $195
Available Online Only: Nov. 6 Dec. 1

Six Sigma green Belt certificate
Register for the certificate option and receive all three of the Six Sigma courses for a discounted rate. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $495
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

Intermediate Six Sigma Green Belt
Organizations depend on the measurement and analysis of performance to make key decisions that affect the organization. This course builds on the ideas and skills learned in the introduction to Six Sigma Green Belt course that organizations, specifically their Six Sigma teams, use to improve. You will learn process analysis, data collection and analysis, probability and valid statistical conclusions, and hypothesis testing.

Course Fee: $195
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Adobe Illustrator essentials
Adobe Illustrator is the industry standard computer illustration software. Use Illustrator to draw shapes and design logos, flyers, posters, banners, business cards or any other vector graphics for print or web. In this course, you will learn Adobe Illustrator fundamentals to set up a print document and use various tools to draw, type and color all kinds of shapes and illustrations. Learn how to efficiently manage layers and artboards and create print-ready PDF documents. Access to Adobe Illustrator software required.

Course Fee: $225
Available Online Only: Nov. 6 Dec. 1

Adobe InDesign Essentials
Adobe InDesign is the industry standard page-layout program that works with Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop seamlessly. InDesign allows you to create simple to complex multi-page documents such as brochures, flyers, books and magazines. This course is a comprehensive exploration of InDesign tools and capabilities to create professional documents. You will learn how to manage the InDesign environment, create, setup, design, enhance and finalize multi-page documents. Access to Adobe InDesign software required.

Course Fee: $225
Available Online Only: Nov. 6 Dec. 1

Adobe Photoshop Essentials
Adobe Photoshop is the most commonly used tools, menus and panels. You’ll learn all the basics of Photoshop to effectively work with selection and editing tools, layers, and masks to edit, retouch and enhance existing images or create your own composite digital artwork. Impress your business organization, friends and family by enhancing their photos and creating magazine cover quality enhanced images. Access to Adobe Photoshop software required.

Course Fee: $225
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Graphic design software essentials certificate
Register for the certificate option and receive all of the graphic design essentials courses for a discounted rate. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $545
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR LICENSED PROFESSIONALS

siue.edu/professional

SIUE is an approved CEU provider by the State of Illinois for Social Work continuing education. If you are licensed/certified in any other state or province, please refer to the regulations in that state/province or the national board requirements to determine whether this will qualify for CEU credits.

Impact Suicide Conference

Join us for presentations that will speak to suicide prevention as it relates to diversity and inclusion. The topics highlighted will cover a wide array of information that will be helpful to professionals and layperson alike. The conference will also host a panel that will share information on resources available in Madison and St. Clair counties, as well as general resources. It is the goal of the conference to not only provide insightful information, but also research and tangible resources that will impact suicide. CEUs will be offered for counselors, social workers and nurses.

There is no fee to attend this conference
Friday, Sept. 8, 9 a.m.-noon
Online via Zoom

Social Work Conference

Join us to learn about leading topics affecting social workers. Specific topics and details to be announced closer to conference date. CEUs available.

Conference Fee: $90 ($70 per person with four or more participants from the same agency)
Friday, Sept. 15, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
LeClair Room, N.O. Nelson Campus
Jay Hoffman Center, 600 Troy Rd, Edwardsville

Hospice Conference

WE NEED TO TALK: HOW TO HAVE MORE EFFECTIVE END-OF-LIFE CONVERSATIONS

Keynote speaker: Karen Wyatt, MD

A conference designed for professionals, paraprofessionals, volunteers, and others who work with chronically ill, terminally ill, or grieving persons of all ages in hospitals, hospice programs, long-term care facilities, home health, schools, churches and other community agencies, as well as support groups, funeral service programs and counseling services for the bereaved. Four CEUs are available for social workers, nurses, psychologists and funeral home directors.

Objectives

Learners will be able to:
• Recognize the obstacles to talking about death and dying in our society
• Explain why conversations about death and dying can transform the way we approach the end of life
• Utilize tools and practices to increase the frequency of conversations about the end of life with patients and loved ones

Conference Fee: $25, additional $20 for CEU
Thursday, Nov. 2, 9 a.m.-noon
Online via Zoom

Computer-Aided Design Courses

Courses are offered on a continuous basis in 10-week cycles.

• Please check the website for the most up-to-date information.
• Courses are offered online via Zoom. All are three credits and the cost is $3,311 per course unless otherwise stated. Must have Introduction course to participate in Intermediate course.

• CATIA V5 Intro: Introduction to Solid and Assembly Modeling
• CATIA V5 Intermediate: Advanced Design and Assembly Management (*Course Fee: $4,425)
• NX11 Intro: Introduction to Solid and Assembly Modeling
• NX11 Intermediate: Advanced Design and Assembly Management

Courses are offered on a rolling basis.
Contact CADoutreach@siue.edu to be notified of upcoming offerings.

Introduction to Power BI

Gain insights into your data! Power BI (business intelligence) is a widely used business analytics service offered by Microsoft. Power BI Desktop is a complete data analysis and report creation tool that you install for free. In this course, you will discover how to quickly extract, transform, and load data with just a few clicks. You will create interactive visualizations (charts, maps, KPIs) to provide you with insights into your company’s data to make informed decisions.

Course Fee: $185
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

Intermediate Power BI

Delve further into Power Query to extract, transform and load your data. Build the Data Model using modeling features and relationships. Perform calculations using DAX (Data Analysis Expressions) functions. Utilize Time Intelligence functions to view YoY or YoTD reports. Add user friendly features to enhance your reports.

Course Fee: $185
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Advanced Power BI

Expand your knowledge of Power BI Desktop to the highest level. This course focuses on the advanced capabilities of Power Query, Data Modeling and Reports. Check for data inconsistencies, design efficient queries, create proper relationships, and write DAX code to ensure reports update quickly and accurately. Add navigation and analytical features to your reports to enable consumers to analyze the results.

Course Fee: $185
Available Online Only: Nov. 6-Dec. 1

POWER BI CERTIFICATE

Register for the certificate option and receive a discounted rate for all three Power BI courses. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $495

Introduction to SQL

Learn how to write SQL code to create and populate database tables and how to write simple SQL queries that are capable of retrieving vast amounts of information from a database. You will discover the power of the relational database, learn how to create and manage database tables, and use SQL SELECT statements to pinpoint and retrieve data from a database.

Course Fee: $245
Available Online Only: Sept. 5-29

Intermediate SQL

Discover how to write powerful SQL queries that enable you to retrieve data from one table or from multiple tables stored in the database simultaneously. You will learn how to merge data from multiple columns, create calculated fields, and order and group the results from a query. You will also learn how to create a single join query or subquery to obtain data from multiple tables simultaneously.

Course Fee: $585
Available Online Only: Oct. 2-27

Advanced SQL

Take your SQL query skills to a new level. In this course, you will learn how to write advanced subqueries, advanced join queries, and UNION queries that query more than one table. Learn how to use transaction processing to ensure SQL statements execute completely or not at all and how to create stored procedures to store SQL statements for execution.

Course Fee: $585
Available Online Only: Nov. 6-Dec. 1

SQL CERTIFICATE

Register for the certificate option and receive all of the SQL courses for a discounted rate. Certificate administered by UGotClass®.

Certificate Fee: $595
EDUCARD

Do you want the opportunity to explore possibilities of professional growth or personal enrichment in an economical and flexible way?

If you answered “Yes,” we invite you to sit in on regular classes at SIUE through our Educard Program. Educard is a special community program that allows you to attend selected credit classes offered by SIUE. It provides an opportunity for you to sample the subjects that interest you most. Anyone who is not currently enrolled for credit in the University is eligible for Educard. High School students are eligible and may take up to three classes.

Which classes are approved for Educard participation?

For a full list of classes, please visit banner.siue.edu/ssb and click Class Schedule. Select the Fall 2023 term and search any subject you would like. Classes not offered through Educard are classes with a full enrollment, non-credit classes, travel study, distance education, classes in which a danger may exist, classes requiring prerequisites, and classes where added direct expense may be incurred by the University.

What is not included?

• You will not receive a grade as an Educard participant.
• No official records of your classwork or attendance will be kept; therefore, no transcript is available.
• Since you do not pay normal student welfare and activity fees, you may not participate in student services and activities supported by those fees.

What about textbooks?

Educard participant may borrow textbooks, as available, at no cost through Textbook Service. You may pick up your textbooks after the first week of classes, and you are required to return textbooks to Textbook Service at the end of the term.

What is the fee?

$60 per class

Register for Educard

• Online: siue.edu/educard
• In person: Rendleman Hall, Room 1330, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
• Please do not mail payment

Need help finding courses?

Contact Chuck at cweder@siue.edu for assistance.

OFF-CAMPUS AND CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

siue.edu/corporate

SIUE partners with organizations to offer educational and training opportunities for their employees. Through a unique contractual agreement, credit and non-credit opportunities are available to your staff so they can earn advanced credentials without ever receiving a bill from SIUE. Partnership students benefit from curriculum specifically designed for the working professional. If you do not see your employer on this list, we will be pleased to work with your human resources department to add your organization to our growing list of organizations who recognize the value of investing in their employees’ professional development.

For more information, please contact:

Lacey Wieseman
Assistant Director of Off-Campus and Corporate Partnerships
lwieseman@siue.edu
618-650-3985

RENTAL FACILITIES

By holding events in facilities on the SIUE campus, you gain the support and resources of the campus and our people. With a variety of space options, you can host professional seminars, workshops, team-building exercises, walks and events with confidence, knowing that SIUE will exceed your expectations.

SIUE’s state-of-the-art facilities are attractive and available for rent. Both individuals and companies can take advantage of the great spaces and equipment we have to offer: classrooms, special event spaces, conference rooms, The Gardens at SIUE, Madison County Bike Trails, the NCERC at SIUE and the East St. Louis Center.

Contact us today!

618-650-3210
siue.edu/rental-facilities
Since its start in 2017, the SIUE Successful Communities Collaborative (SSCC) has partnered with 9 different cities and villages in Madison and St. Clair counties. Over 800 SIUE students from approximately 25 disciplines have been engaged thus far with partners through community-identified projects that are embedded in their courses. Additionally, SSCC coordinates two special projects – CODES: Community-Oriented Digital Engagement Scholars initiative and SIUE’s Truth, Racial Healing and Transformation (TRHT) Campus Center.

CODES introduces first-generation, Black, Latinx and/or Pell-eligible students to digital community engagement. CODES’ first cohort of scholars began in fall 2022. CODES Scholars work in small research teams that focus on seemingly unsolvable problems, such as climate change or poverty's manifestations across rural and urban environments. The project is led by Jessica DeSpain, PhD, professor in the Department of English Language and Literature and co-director of the SIUE Interdisciplinary Research and Informatics (IRIS) Center, and Connie Frey Spurlock, PhD, associate professor in the Department of Sociology and director of SSCC. Visit siue.edu/codes for more information. CODES is currently recruiting for fall 2024. Interested applicants can learn more at siue.edu/codes.

The SIUE TRHT Campus Center seeks to prepare the next generation of leaders to confront racism and dismantle the belief in a hierarchy of human value. The integration of TRHT and SSCC results in more equitable access to high impact practices (HIPs) for SIUE students because community-identified needs are embedded into courses in which students are enrolled. This is important because HIPs are recognized for their positive impact on retention and learning outcomes for students across many backgrounds. As community and campus stakeholders collaborate and achieve goals together, truths can be revealed, authentic relationships can be formed, and racial equity can be advanced.

If your organization is interested in partnering with SSCC or TRHT, contact Connie Frey Spurlock at (618) 650-2945 or cfrey@siue.edu.
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**SIUE SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITIES COLLABORATIVE**

siue.edu/successful-communities

Since its start in 2017, the SIUE Successful Communities Collaborative (SSCC) has partnered with 9 different cities and villages in Madison and St. Clair counties. Over 800 SIUE students from approximately 25 disciplines have been engaged thus far with partners through community-identified projects that are embedded in their courses. Additionally, SSCC coordinates two special projects – CODES: Community-Oriented Digital Engagement Scholars initiative and SIUE’s Truth, Racial Healing and Transformation (TRHT) Campus Center.

CODES introduces first-generation, Black, Latinx and/or Pell-eligible students to digital community engagement. CODES’ first cohort of scholars began in fall 2022. CODES Scholars work in small research teams that focus on seemingly unsolvable problems, such as climate change or poverty’s manifestations across rural and urban environments. The project is led by Jessica DeSpain, PhD, professor in the Department of English Language and Literature and co-director of the SIUE Interdisciplinary Research and Informatics (IRIS) Center, and Connie Frey Spurlock, PhD, associate professor in the Department of Sociology and director of SSCC. Visit siue.edu/codes for more information. CODES is currently recruiting for fall 2024. Interested applicants can learn more at siue.edu/codes.

The SIUE TRHT Campus Center seeks to prepare the next generation of leaders to confront racism and dismantle the belief in a hierarchy of human value. The integration of TRHT and SSCC results in more equitable access to high impact practices (HIPs) for SIUE students because community-identified needs are embedded into courses in which students are enrolled. This is important because HIPs are recognized for their positive impact on retention and learning outcomes for students across many backgrounds. As community and campus stakeholders collaborate and achieve goals together, truths can be revealed, authentic relationships can be formed, and racial equity can be advanced.

If your organization is interested in partnering with SSCC or TRHT, contact Connie Frey Spurlock at (618) 650-2945 or cfrey@siue.edu.
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**WORKFORCE INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY ACT PROGRAM**

**Unemployed? Underemployed?**

SIUE serves students through the Workforce Innovation Opportunity Act (WIOA) Program

SIUE works regularly with county and state employment and training agencies to help match eligible students with funding. Individuals who are unemployed, underemployed or experiencing financial hardship may be eligible for support to complete their educational programs. Students must be seeking a credential in a high-demand employment field, be within two years or less of completing their degree, and meet local workforce criteria to qualify.

If you are seeking employment in an in-demand field and are interested in learning more about funding opportunities that will help you complete an SIUE program, please contact us at outreach@siue.edu or reach out directly to your county provider:

- Madison County Employment and Training Department (Bond, Calhoun, Jersey and Madison Counties), 618-296-4301
- St. Clair County Intergovernmental Grants Department Workforce Development Group (St. Clair, Monroe, Randolph, Clinton and Washington Counties), 618-825-3259
- siue.edu/financial-aid/wioa

---

**ONLINE SERVICES AND EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH POLICIES**

**Cancellation/Refund Policy**

All cancellation/refund requests must be made in writing and emailed to outreach@siue.edu. Cancellation/refund requests must be received at least five business days prior to the first day of any conference, course or event, unless otherwise specified. A refund, minus a $15 administrative fee, will be processed as long as the above terms are met. If you have questions regarding this policy, please contact us at 618-650-3210 or outreach@siue.edu.

**Parking on Campus**

For courses on or on weekdays on the SIUE main campus, parking is included in the cost of the course. A reduced price is available at checkout for participants who do not need parking or prefer to pay for parking on their own. Parking passes will be emailed to paid registered participants; please provide a valid license plate number to avoid paying additional parking fines. The printed pass must be displayed on the dashboard of the registered vehicle and is valid only during the times of the course (30-minute grace period is extended for travel to and from the meeting location).

**Accommodations**

The Office of Online Services and Educational Outreach is committed to providing universally accessible services and opportunities throughout our programming. If you need assistance or an accommodation, please contact our office: (618)-650-3210, outreach@siue.edu or by mail (Online Services and Educational Outreach, Box 1084, Edwardsville, IL 62026) upon registration and/or at least three days prior to the offering to allow us time to accommodate your needs.
Payments are accepted in the following ways:

- **Online:**
  [siue.edu/educational-outreach](siue.edu/educational-outreach)

- **Mail:** Send this completed registration form and payment to:
  SIUE Office of Online Services and Educational Outreach
  Box 1084 | Edwardsville, IL 62026

- **In Person:** Visit us weekdays 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
  in Rendleman Hall, Room 1330

- **Phone:** Call 618-650-3210 and pay using a credit card

---

**REGISTRATION FORM**

**Date:** 

Name  

Last  

First  

Middle  

Email  

Phone  

Address  

Street  

City  

State  

ZIP  

License Plate Number if parking pass is needed  

Non-credit Course:  

Educard:  

Lifelong Learning:  

Other:  

Course Title:  

Fee:  

Course Title:  

Fee:  

Course Title:  

Fee:  

Course Title:  

Fee:  

Methods of Payment:  

Cash  

Check  

Credit Card  

Credit Card  

Number  

Expiration Date  

CVC  

Signature  

Other Information  

☐ I would like to teach a course on  

☐ I would be interested in taking a course on  

☐ I would like to be added to the email list (Please provide email)  

☐ I would like to make a donation to the Office of Online Services and Educational Outreach  

*(Please fill in method of payment above and return to the below address. Thank you for your generosity!)*